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Meet a Scientist: Clare Entwistle
From a math major to a watershed saver, Clare Entwistle, Texas Water Resources
Institute research associate, knows that protecting riparian areas is important for the
future of Texas. Read more.

NRI launches first UAV Short Course  
This course is designed for both new and experienced users of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), with the purpose of teaching participants how to collect raw data
and then create useful mapping products to accomplish their goals. Read more.
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Institute to host agricultural best management training Oct. 10
The Texas Water Resources Institute will host an Agricultural Best Management
Practices for Watershed Planning Training Oct 10. in Reisel for watershed
coordinators and water professionals. Read more.

Supporting the Recovering America’s Wildlife Act
The Recovering America’s Wildlife Act, the most significant investment in wildlife
conservation in the United States in over 80 years, could change the way wildlife
conservation is funded. Read more.

Institute to hold second water quality meeting in Victoria
The Texas Water Resources Institute is hosting a meeting Nov. 7 in Victoria for
anyone interested in becoming involved in a partnership to improve and protect
water quality in the Garcitas and Arenosa Creek watersheds. Read more.
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Turfgrass and landscape field day
for professionals and enthusiasts
set for Oct. 10 in Dallas
Read more.

I hit a deer with my car: What should
I do now?
Read more.

Texas A&M ocean engineering
researchers studying adaptation
of coastal ecosystems to
environmental stressors
Read more.

Relocation efforts rescue 600
gopher tortoises and counting
Read more.

A&M School of Law students
publish report on potential liability
for dam, reservoir operators,
post-Harvey
Read more.

New UT center to address water
purification technologies
Read more.

ICYMI: Texas+Water newsletter,
Volume: 1 Issue: 6
Read more.

New Program Review published by
Texas Water Journal 
Read more.

Events

Saving Family Lands Seminar,
Oct. 11, Kingsville

TWON water well owner training,
Oct.18, Beeville
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Riparian and stream
ecosystem workshop, 

Oct. 23, Lampasas

Texas Master Naturalist
2018 annual meeting, 
Oct. 26, Georgetown

Resources

Texas Water Journal
Wild Wonderings blog
Water Resources Specialist Directory
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service Water Education Network

Facebook Twitter Instagram Pinterest LinkedIn Website

Facebook Twitter Instagram Medium LinkedIn Website

TWRI and NRI work together to foster and communicate research and educational outreach programs focused on
water and natural resources science and management issues in Texas and beyond. TWRI and NRI are part

of Texas A&M AgriLife Research, the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service and the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences at Texas A&M University.

Conservation Matters publishes timely information about water and natural resources news and research at
universities and organizations in Texas. If you have information for possible inclusion in Conservation

Matters, please contact Kathy Wythe at kwythe@tamu.edu. All submissions may be edited for grammar and style.
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